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Abstract
Along with the development of electronic devices such as integrated circuits, a variety of robots have
been developed, including industrial robots. Our laboratory has developed musculoskeletal humanoids,
high-power humanoids, flexible fleshy humanoids, and flying robots. We have studied intelligent robotic
behavioral systems, dynamics control of whole-body motions, and hardware configuration of robotic
physical structures for the purposes of daily life support, disaster rescue support, industrial manpower
saving, and analysis of the body-intelligence mechanism. Since humanoid robots are independent machines,
circuits, and systems, various issues such as weight, size, durability, as well as power consumption and
processing performance, are involved with each other. Therefore, we have developed circuit devices such
as power and sensor devices and inter-device communication boards while enhancing and adding functions
required for actual robot applications. This presentation will introduce some of the topics in more detail
and discuss the current status and future prospects.
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